
The MeconoMorph Project: Bridging Art,
Community, and Innovation Across Regions

Discover the MeconoMorph Project—art,

community, and science unite in this

vibrant expansion from New England to

Treasure Coast.
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/EINPresswire.com/ -- The

MeconoMorph Phenomenon: A

Journey Through Creativity and

Collective Identity

The Genesis of MeconoMorph

Conceived by Viktor Genel, the

MeconoMorph project is more than an

art installation—it is a dynamic, living artwork that seamlessly integrates art, business, and

science. By transforming ordinary business cards into a vast, three-dimensional sculpture, the

project embodies the unity and interconnectedness of diverse communities. Viktor Genel

elaborates on his vision, "MeconoMorph is my way of unveiling the artistry behind everyday
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Turning Waste into Wonder: MeconoMorph's Sustainable

Art Transforms Discarded Business Cards into Global

Inspiration

The MeconoMorph project embodies environmental

sustainability by transforming discarded business cards

into captivating art installations, reducing waste while

highlighting the creative potential of everyday objects. With

over 10 billion business cards printed annually and nearly

90% ending up unused or discarded, MeconoMorph’s innovative reuse of these items aligns

perfectly with the global sustainability movement. By repurposing business cards that would

otherwise contribute to landfills, the project offers a creative and practical solution to reducing

http://www.einpresswire.com


environmental impact. It serves as a vivid reminder that artistic vision, sustainability, and

collective participation can merge to inspire action, positioning MeconoMorph as a beacon of

creativity within the broader movement toward conscious resource management.

A Beacon of Innovation in Providence

In January 2019, the MeconoMorph project introduced a major installation at the Providence

Convention Center. This installation, continuously evolving thanks to visitor contributions,

reflects coral-like and crystalline forms. Richard Muserlian, an associate at the Providence Visitor

Center, shares his perspective: “MeconoMorph invites individuals from all walks of life to come

together and see themselves as part of a larger, interconnected whole. It's an incredible sight to

watch the structure grow as people add their own stories to this living artwork.”

Expanding Horizons: The Seed Streams of Vero Beach

Cultivating Creativity in New Soil

The project's expansion to Vero Beach, Florida, introduces 'seed' streams that are taking root,

illustrating MeconoMorph’s adaptability and resonance with different community dynamics.

Cathren Housley from Motif Magazine notes, “MeconoMorph takes more cards into itself over

time, growing both in size and in community. What makes this collection so unique is that

anyone can become a part of it.”

Beyond the Visible: The Deeper Narrative

The installations at Providence and Vero Beach are visual spectacles, but they represent just the

beginning of a deeper narrative. Viktor Genel describes the impact of incorporating business

cards into the installation: “A business card is the most concentrated and concise representation

of a person to the world. They are 'tiny' energy portals. Combining lots of them in an art

installation creates a very powerful energy stream.”

The Unseen Depths: Crafting a Living History

As the project evolves, each added business card not only contributes to the installation's

physical form but also weaves a new layer of connection and narrative into its structure. Genel

reflects on this ongoing journey: “Each card added not only contributes to its physical form but

also weaves a new layer of connection and narrative into its structure.”

About MeconoMorph

Founded by Viktor Genel, MeconoMorph challenges the traditional boundaries of art

installations by incorporating community involvement directly into the art-making process. By

repurposing business cards, it not only recycles materials but also redefines personal and



corporate identity contributions to art, fostering a living, evolving tapestry of human

connections.

Media Contact:

For further information, interviews, or media inquiries, please contact:

Viktor Genel, Creator of MeconoMorph

Email: genel_collection@yahoo.com

More on MeconoMorph: Linktree

Invitation to Engage:

MeconoMorph warmly invites journalists, editors, and the curious to engage with the project,

offer coverage, and delve into the artistic implications of this venture. As Viktor Genel puts it,

"MeconoMorph is a narrative in progress, a story that expands as more people join in. We invite

everyone to add their chapter to this evolving story, enhancing our shared creative legacy."
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